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Abstract—This study is to present an use case of structure
learning of Bayesian network. We demonstrated an enhanced
anomaly detection system by using the learned model.
Index Terms—anomaly, bayesian, correlation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Enterprise server provides crucial mission operations,
features high performance computing, and services significant
number of users at the same time. Server Reliability,
Availability and Serviceability (RAS) are issues promptly
getting concerned. Accurate anomaly detection and diagnosis
become an useful utility to level up server RAS, providing
reliable operations, reducing service downtime, further
satisfying users experience, and lowering maintenance as well
as social cost.
Server component may behave unexpectedly or operate in
a suboptimal environment. Common examples are cooling
fan running at exhausted speed, ambient temperature hitting
ceiling high, and power supply dropping to unsustainable
level. These are critical failure conditions to reliability and
continuity of service, compromising server RAS. The failure
conditions cause server down, disrupting user applications.
Telemetry data are therefore used to message status of server
component.
To equip the server with telemetry data, hundreds of sensor
units are deployed in such enterprise server. These sensor
units are individually allocated to supply telemetry data for
purpose of monitoring components status. One challenge to
the anomaly detection based on the various telemetry data
comes from correlation among these sensors. This study takes
on the challenge by applying Bayesian Network approach in
accordance with correlation coefficient to report the detected
anomaly in a precise manner.
Problem Statement Before hitting critical failure
conditions, component(s) may have signaled unusual
pattern(s) that does not conform to normal operations, called
anomaly. System shall detect the anomaly to avoid further
structural defect in a precise manner, bringing in system
diagnosis at level of individual component. The anomaly
conditions come from various components and telemetry
data of these components may be correlated with each other.
The correlation causes difficulty in narrowing down to the

anomaly of individual component.
Project Goal Use Bayesian Network approach to learn
correlation among selected sensor components. Develop the
Server Anomaly Detection System (SADS) and demonstrate
effectiveness of taking the Bayesian approach to detect the
system anomaly.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Anomaly Detection of condition monitoring is applied in
aerospace applications [1]. Another study relates Anomaly
Detection to generic applications, such as system health monitoring, fault detection in operating environments [2]. Using
python as Machine Learning technique is an effective way
to take on challenges that Anomaly Detection faces [3] [4].
K-means algorithm comes with some constrains and may be
overcome by placing better initializations [5].
III. DATA ACQUISITION
This study takes six sets of telemetry data collected from
one enterprise-graded server, NVIDIA DGX-1 with eight
GPUs installed. Every 2 to 3 seconds system did periodic
sampling at different time frames, with which every dataset
gathers 10,000 samples, and 72 features per sample. We further
divides these six datasets as five sets for training purpose and
one set (DS-0) for testing purpose.
IV. SADS S YSTEM D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
SADS is the abbreviation of Server Anomaly Detection
System. The following subsections are providing subsystem
of the SADS (enumerated in Roman (I, II, III)) corresponding
to SADS System Diagram provided in Section Appendix. The
diagram is color-coded as I (light blue), II (light yellow), and
III (light red), and each part belongs to a particular subsystem.
A. Data Processing and Clustering Subsystem (I)
SADS takes telemetry raw data acquired from server
output, and then transforms the data into csv format as input
to Pandas library. SADS retrieves features and groups the
these feature data, and find out relation among the features
for further analysis.
K-means Clustering The first subsystem of SADS
processes operations telemetry and categorizes these data into
four clusters, falling into Fan Speed, Temperature, Voltage,

and Power.

Telemetry Data Correlation Inter-cluster and intra-cluster
telemetry data may not be independent of each other. The
SADS system implements two methods to learn the relationship among these telemetry data.

system fan speed, CPU temperature, and so on. SADS
generate a random model and then compute a Bayesian
network score to measure how well the graph models
the data. Repetitively, applying the algorithm is based
on Local Direct Graph Search with randomized restart.
Stop criterion of finding local optima in one of restart
enumerations is factored by methods of Simple Moving
Average. We select a window size (sma window =
5) and calculate mean value over this window-sized
outcomes of recent Bayesian score. If mean delta is less
than preset epsilon (sma epsilon = 0.001), or greater
score has not been achieved since times of sma window
counts, then stop this enumeration and restart to search
over another randomized graph.

Correlation Coefficient
On top of the Clustering, SADS runs correlations crossing
all among 72 features and generates a correlation matrix.

Figure 2 shows an example of the model learned from
telemetry data of system fan and CPU temperature.

SADS implementation uses K-means algorithm as an
unsupervised way to cluster telemetry data with similar
characteristics. We selected initial centroids so SADS can
achieve desired clustering outcomes of which are sensors of
four categories (Fan Speed, Temperature, Volts, Power). The
initial centroids (6400, 45, 7, 350) are based on data analysis
and selected by hands.

•

SADS implementation takes standard Pearson method
to calculate correlation coefficient between pairwise
features. The result shows feature within the same
Cluster is commonly highly correlated. Some of features
across Clusters also show high correlation. For example
(where features are in different clusters):
Corr(F ansys , T empCP U ) > 0.6
As Figure 1 illustrates, SADS factors in binary features
when their absolute correlation value is > 0.5. This
illustration is based on Sample Number Index (0) of
Dataset Index (DS-0).
Fig. 2: Bayesian Network Graph - Example - F anSY S ,
T emperatureCP U
B. Detecting Anomaly Conditions Subsystem (II)
SADS subsystem detects Anomaly Conditions with two
different algorithms, One-class SVM and Simple Moving
Average (SMA). The two algorithms implementation is to
exercise machine-learning way versus statistical method and
to determine which methodology is more practical with
respect to SADS use case.
Example
As Figure 3 illustrates, Anomaly Condition detected by
SVM is marked as red star and by SMA as green dot. This
illustration is based on selected 500 [8000, 8500] samples of
Dataset Index (DS-0).
Fig. 1: Feature Correlations (|Corr| > 0.5, drop threshold
= 6)
•

Bayesian Network
SADS is learning structure of models from the observed
telemetry data. The data is first digitized in scale of
one to four according to domain knowledge of such as

Figure 3(a)(b) are system fan within the same fan
speed cluster. SVM detected Anomaly for Fan SYS0 1
and Fan SYS0 2 at [(8320, 8400), (8320, 8400)].This
Anomaly Conditions are highly correlated between these two
Fan SYS0 1 and Fan SYS0 2, following one the other.

Figure 3(c)(d) are CPU temperature in the same temperature
cluster. SVM and SMA detected Anomaly for Temp CPU 0
at [(8360)]. This Anomaly Condition for Temp CPU 0 does
not show correlated data point in Temp CPU 1.
C. System Health Subsystem (III)
SADS subsystem can detect Anomaly Condition at
component level, such as Fan SYS0 1, illustrated in Figure
3. Anomaly Condition at component level shall not solely
judge status of system health. Some circumstances may cause
telemetry data suddenly high or low while the Server is
operating normally. For example, heavily-loaded application
may cause CPU temperature suddenly high, resulting in Fan
speed high.

(a) Anomaly Condition Detected on Fan SYS0 1

The four Clusters (Fan, Temperature, Volts, Power) may
correlate to some others. SADS shall factor in correlation
among Anomaly Conditions and analyze the Server Health.
We therefore define two type of Anomaly Conditions with
respect to subsystem localization.
Cluster-local Anomaly Condition Inside one Cluster,
features may find correlated to the other features within the
same Cluster. Once the feature shows Anomaly Conditions and
the highly-correlated feature does not show the corresponding
Anomaly Conditions. Such condition we defined as Clusterlocal Anomaly Condition.

(b) Anomaly Condition Detected on Fan SYS0 2

System-global Anomaly Condition Features may find
correlated to other features which are outside the resident
Cluster. Once the feature shows Anomaly Conditions and the
highly-correlated feature does not show the corresponding
Anomaly Conditions. Such condition we defined as Systemglobal Anomaly Condition.
Figure 4 provides an example of pairwise coefficient
correlation among selected features. The Figure is colorcoded according to grouped Clusters. The coefficient
correlation matrix combined with the detected Anomaly
Conditions illustrated in Figure 3, we conclude:
Fan SYS0 1 and Fan SYS0 2 Anomaly Condition detected at [(8320, 8400), (8320, 8400)]
– Not Cluster-local Anomaly Condition
– Reasoning: Fan SYS0 1 and Fan SYS0 2 features
are highly correlated (corr = 0.9)
• Temp CPU 0 Anomaly Condition detected at [(8360)] :
– Cluster-local Anomaly Condition
– Reasoning: No corresponding Anomaly Condition detected in highly-correlated feature, such as
Temp CPU 1
Figure 5 shows an example of the model learned from
telemetry data of system fan and CPU temperature. With the
additional Bayesian input, as exemplified in Figure 5, we can
further conclude:

(c) Anomaly Condition Detected on Temp CPU 0

•

(d) Anomaly Condition Detected on Temp CPU 1

Fig. 3: Normalized Telemetry Data Sample with Anomaly
Condition Detected - Example

•

Temp CPU 0 Anomaly Condition detected at [(8360)] :
– Cluster-local Anomaly Condition
– Reasoning: Temp CPU 0 comes with a depen-

VI. F UTURE W ORK
We may go deeper to have a better understanding of
the relation between correlation coefficient and Bayesian
modeling. There might be a connection for the coefficient to
quantify the Bayesian model.
Fig. 4: Coefficient Correlation Matrix - Example - F anSY S ,
T emperatureCP U

VII. C ONCLUSION
This study presents detection of Anomaly Condition at
levels of Server component, Cluster-local, and System-global.
We did structure learning on the observed telemetry data
to build up an optimized Bayesian network. The anomaly
detection is enhanced by utilizing the model.
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Fig. 5: Bayesian Network Table - Example - F anSY S0 ,
T emperatureCP U
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(a) Anomaly Condition Detected on Power PSU 1

(a) Anomaly Condition Detected on Temp GPU 0

(b) Anomaly Condition Detected on Power PSU 2

(b) Anomaly Condition Detected on Temp GPU 1

(c) Anomaly Condition Detected on Temp GPU 0

(c) Anomaly Condition Detected on Volt CPU 0

(d) Anomaly Condition Detected on Temp GPU 1

(d) Anomaly Condition Detected on Volt CPU 1

Fig. 6: Normalized Telemetry Data Sample with Anomaly
Condition Detected - Example

Fig. 7: Normalized Telemetry Data Sample with Anomaly
Condition Detected - Example

